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ON THE DERIVED QUOTIENT MODULEO

BY

C. N. WINTON

Abstract. With every Ä-module M associate the direct limit of Horn« (D, M)

over the dense right ideals of R, the derived quotient module SHiM) of M. 3>(M) is a

module over the complete ring of right quotients of R. Relationships between Si(M)

and the torsion theory of Gentile-Jans are explored and functorial properties of S>

are discussed. When M is torsion free, results are given concerning rational closure,

rational completion, and injectivity.

1. Introduction. Let R be a ring with unity and let Q be its complete ring of right

quotients. Following Lambek [8], a right ideal D of R is called dense provided that

if an R-map f: E(RB) ->■ E(RR), where E(RR) denotes the injective hull of RR, is

such thatfi(D) = 0, then/=0. It is easy to see this is equivalent to xZ)^(O) for every

xe E(RB). The collection of dense right ideals is closed under finite intersection;

furthermore, any right ideal containing a dense right ideal is again dense. Hence,

the collection becomes a directed set if we let Dy á D2 whenever D2 £ Dy for dense

right ideals Dy and D2 of R. It follows that for any /{-module M we can form the

direct limit £>(M) of {HomB (D, M) \ D is a dense right ideal of R} over the directed

set of dense right ideals of R. We will call 3>(M) the derived quotient module of M.

It is well known that @(RR) has a natural ring structure under which it is naturally

isomorphic to Q. 2¿(M) is a g-module in a natural way.

In this paper the relationship between the derived quotient module and the

torsion theory of Gentile-Jans [5], [6] is explored. The functor from /{-modules to

(9-modules given by £>(M) is related to extension of scalars and is shown to

commute with arbitrary products if and only if R contains a minimal dense right

ideal. In particular, perfect rings are shown to have minimal dense right ideals.

Finally, when M is torsion free and faithful over R, 3>(M) agrees with the rational

closure and rational completion of M. Further, torsion free g-modules are injective

over R if and only if they are injective over Q.

2. If A and B are /{-modules with A^B, then for be B,b_1A will always denote

{xe R\ bxe A}. In particular, for q e Q, and D a dense right ideal of R, q'xD is

again dense.
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We need to show for every 7?-module M that 3s(M) is indeed a module over Q

in a natural way. Suppose D is a dense right ideal of 7? and/: D -> M is an 7?-map.

We will denote by [/] the equivalence class of/in S>(M). For #e g define an

R-map g: q'1D ^- M by g(t)=f(qt) for teq~1D. Then we will define [f]q=[g]-

iff(D') = (0) for some dense right ideal D' of R, g(q~1D nq~1D') = (0); i.e., [g]

= [0]. Hence, this module multiplication is well-defined.

We will call an 7?-module M torsion if HomK (M, E(RB)) = (Q). This particular

torsion theory was introduced by Gentile [5] and Jans [6]. The following proposi-

tion shows that the filter of right ideals associated with this theory is precisely the

filter of dense right ideals.

Proposition 2.1. The following statements are equivalent for the R-module M:

(1) M is torsion.

(2) HomB (N, R) = (0)for every Nç M.

(3) For me M, there is a dense right ideal D of R such that mD = (0).

Proof. (1) o (2) is noted in Jans [6].

(1) => (3). Suppose for some me M, r(m) is not dense, where r(m) is the right

annihilator of m in 7?. Then x- r(m) = (0) for some O^xe E(RR). Hence, i/j: t«7?—>- xR

given by <//(«/) = x is well-defined, ifi then extends to a nonzero map M-> E(RR), a

contradiction.

(3) => (1). Suppose HomR(M,E(RR))^(0). Then there is fe HomB (M, E(RR))

and me M with/(«/)# 0. mD = (0) for some dense right ideal D of R; hence,

f(m)D = (0), a contradiction.    □

Hence, for any 7?-module M we have a torsion submodule M0 = {m e M \ mD = (Q)

for some dense right ideal D of R}. If Mo = (0), M is called torsion free.

Lemma 2.2. If D is a dense right ideal of R, DQ is a dense right ideal of Q. If

Da is a dense right ideal of Q, DaC\ R is a dense right ideal of R.

Proof. Recall E(QQ)~(E(RR))Q. Hence if x7J>g = (0) for some x e E(QQ), x = 0

since xD = (0).

Suppose y(Da n R) = (0) for some 0#y e E(RR). For some a e R, O^yaeR.

Then D' ={qe Q\ aqe Da} is Q-dense. Thus, yaq=^0 for some qeD'. But

yaq(q'1R) = (0), a contradiction.    □

Proposition 2.3. A Q-module M is torsion free over Q if and only if it is torsion

free over R.

Proof. Let me M and suppose mD = (0) for some dense right ideal D of 7?.

Then mDQ = (0). Thus, if M is torsion free over Q, M is torsion free over 7?. Next,

suppose mDa = (0) for some dense right ideal Da of Q. Then m(Da n R) = (0).

Hence, if M is torsion free over 7?, M is torsion free over Q.    □

In particular, we have shown S>(M) is torsion free over 7? and Q.
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If A and B are /{-modules and A çfi, then we say A is rationally closed in B if

for every be B, B $ A, b~1A is not dense. We will denote by Cl (A) the rational

closure of A in E(A); i.e., Cl (A) = {xe E(A)\x~xA is dense}.

Lemma 2.4 (Gabriel). If D is a dense right ideal of R and H is any right ideal of

R such that d'xH is dense for every de D, then H is dense.

Proof. Suppose x//=(0) for some xeE(RR). Then xd(d~1H) = (0) for every

de D. Hence, xd=0 for every de D. Then x = 0 since D is dense.    □

Proposition 2.5. Let M be an R-module. Then the torsion submodule of M, M0,

is rationally closed in M.

Proof. Let me M and suppose m~1M0 is dense. Then for every xem~1M0,

there is a dense right ideal Dx of R such that (mx)Dx = (0). Let A = J,xeD xDx.

Then mA = (0). If ye m~1M0, y'1A^.Dx and so is dense. Thus, A is dense by

Lemma 2.4; i.e., m e M0.    □

It follows immediately that M/M0 is torsion free and (Cl (Af))0 = Cl (M0). In the

case where M is already torsion free we have the following relationship between M

and 9(M).

Proposition 2.6. The following statements are equivalent for an R-module M:

(1) M is torsion free.

(2) The natural R-map </> : M -> 3s(M) is an embedding.

(3) 3>(M) is isomorphic to Cl (M), the rational closure of M in E(M), as an R-

module.

Proof. (1) => (2). </> is given by <f>im)=[fm] for me M, where fm(x) = mx, xeR.

If <f>(m) = [0] for some me M, mD = (0) for some dense right ideal D of R; hence

m=0.

(2) => (3). Let x g Cl (A/); i.e., x~1M is dense. Then fx: x'1M -> M given by

fxiy) — xy for y g x_1M is well-defined. Suppose for some dense right ideal D of R,

fx(x~1M n D) = (0). Let D' = x~1M n F). Now^"1/)' is dense for every y e x_1M

and fx(y)y~1D' = (0). Then L/]-.y = <¿(x.y) = (0). But xjz^O for some yex'xM, a

contradiction. Thus, /.(/)')5^(0) for every dense right ideal D; i.e., [fx]¥"[0]. Then

the mapping (by:Cl(M)^-@(M) given by </>y(x) = [fx] is an imbedding. If

[/] eS>(M), say/: D -> AF where Dis some dense right ideal of /{, then/(f) = zf for

some zeE(M), and every (efl. Since zD^M, zgC1(M); thus, <t>y(z)=[f].

Therefore, </>y is an isomorphism.

(3) => (1). 2¿(M) is torsion free over R; hence, Cl (M) and M are torsion free.    □

Theorem 2.7. Let M be an R-module. Then 2)(M) is isomorphic to Cl (M)/C1 (M0)

and Cl (2(M)) is isomorphic to @(M/M0).

Proof. Suppose x + Cl (M0) e Cl (M)/Cl (M0). Then x_1M is dense and we can

define   fx:x'1M^M   as    before.    Define    </-: Cl (M)/C1 (M0) -+ 2(M)    by
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ip(x + Cl (M0)) = [/.]. 0 is well-defined since if x e Cl (M0),fx is zero on some dense

right ideal of 7?. Ker <¡¡ is clearly zero. If D is a dense right ideal of 7? and g: D -> M

is an R-map, g(t)=yt for somete Cl (M) and all te D. Then <//(y-t-Cl (M0)) = [g];

hence, i/i is an isomorphism.

Let tt: M -*■ Af/M0 be the natural map. If/e HomB (7), M) for Z) a dense right

ideal of 7?, -tr °fe Horn« (A M/M0). Hence, define ti : 2(M) -+ 2(M/M0) by

7?([/]) = [tt of] for every [/] e 2(M). -n is clearly well-defined. Suppose/(7)) sM0;

i.e., tt o/=0. Then for t e 7), there is some x e Cl (M0) such that/(/)=xi. x7)' = (0)

for some dense right ideal £>' of 7?; hence, f(D n 7T) = (0). Thus, [/] = [0]; i.e., r?

is an imbedding. Then if the image of 77 is large in 2(M/M0) we will be done, since

M/M0 is torsion free and hence 2(M/M0) is rationally closed by Proposition 2.6.

Let [0]^[g] e2(M¡M0) where g: D-+ M/M0, D some dense right ideal of 7?.

There is z e Cl (M/MQ) such that g(t) = zt for every t e D. Then Q^zae M/M0

for some a e R. Choose«/ e za and define gx : a'1D -*■ M by gx(t) =mtfortea~1D.

Then 7ro^1(í) = za/ for tea~1D. Hence, y([gi]) = [g]-ct.    □

3. Suppose M and zV are 7?-modules and/: Af -> zV is an 7?-map. Then the map

2(f): 2(M) -> 2(N) given by 2(f)([g]) = [f° g] for [g] e 2(M) is well-defined and

is a Q-map. Hence, S is a covariant functor from the category of 7?-modules to the

category of g-modules. 2 is left exact since HomB (D,) is left exact for 7?-modules

D. 2 is not right exact in general. For example, let B={xa \ a e [0, 1]} be a basis for

a vector space over Z2 and give B the associative multiplication

Xa-Xe = Xa + ß    if a + ß ^ 1,

= 0 if a + ß > I.

Then the induced ring 7? has a unique minimal dense right ideal D generated by

{xa I a>0}. It can be shown D is not projective; hence, for some exact se-

quence O^A^B^C-^Oof 7?-modules, 0 -> Horn« (D, A) -> Homs (D, B) ->

HomB (D, C)-»0 is not exact. In this case, for any 7?-module M, 2(M)~

HomB (D, M); i.e., 2 is not exact.

In contrast, the functor 3~ from the category of 7?-modules to the category of

2-modules which associates an 7?-module M with $~(M) = M (g)B Q (the usual

extension of scalars) is right exact. 3" is exact if and only if RQ is flat.

Proposition 3.1. 2 is exact if every dense right ideal is projective.

Proof. Suppose O-^^-^TÜL^C-^Ois exact. We wish to show ¿^(7r) is an epi-

morphism. If D is a dense right ideal of 7? and/: 7) -> C, then there is g: D -> B

such that -n o g=f, since D is projective. 2(-n)([g]) = [f] by definition of ^(ît).    □

It is evident that if 7? contains a minimal dense right ideal D, 2 is exact if and

only if D is projective. There exist such rings which also have nonprojective dense

right ideals, for example an infinite product of fields. Hence, the converse of Prop-

osition 3.1 is not true.

The proof of the following well-known lemma is omitted.
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Lemma 3.2 (Tewari). If either M or N is a finitely generated and projective

R-module, then N ®B HomB (M, R) is naturally isomorphic to HomB (M, N).

Proposition 3.3. If M is a finitely generated and projective R-module, then

Cl (M) is isomorphic to 2(M) and 3>'M) is isomorphic to 3~(M).

Proof. Taking direct limits over the collection of dense right ideals of R we have

F(M) = M (g)B Q ~ M <g>« inj lim HomB (D, R) ~ inj lim AF <g>B Horn« (D, R)

since the tensor product commutes with direct limits. Then by Lemma 3.2 we have

2T(M) ~ inj lim HomB (D, M) = 3(M).

Since M is projective, A/o = (0) and the proposition follows.    □

Remark. If every dense right ideal of R is finitely generated and projective, then

by the proof of this proposition we have 3¡iM)~í?~iM). It is not difficult to show

that the isomorphisms of Proposition 3.3 need not hold in general.

Proposition 3.4. Let {AfJ? be a collection of R-modules. Then 3>(\~\\ M¡) is iso-

morphic to Yll 2¡(M); i.e., 3s commutes with finite products.

Proof. Define 0: 3(U\ M%) -> T\\ 9(Mt) by >P([fi]) = (K of], [n2 of],..., [*„ of])
where nk is the kth projection for each k, and [/] e 3(Y\y M{). Ker i/r = (0) clearly.

It is straightforward to show </i is an epimorphism since the intersection of a

finite number of dense right ideals is again dense.    □

It is not true in general that 3> commutes with arbitrary products. We can say

the following:

Proposition 3.5. 3) commutes with arbitrary direct products if and only if R

contains a minimal dense right ideal.

Proof. If R contains a minimal dense right ideal D, 3>(M)~WomR(D, M) for

every /{-module M. Then if {Ma}aeI is a collection of /{-modules,

SÍH Mtt\ ~ Horn« (D, ¡I Ma\ ~ n Hom« (A M°) - II ^(^«)-

Conversely, consider {Da\ Da is a dense right ideal of R}. Let M=l~]as, R/Da. Then

3(M)~Ylaei 3(R/Da) = (0). Hence, M is torsion. Then if we choose me M such

that Tra(m) = l + Da for each a, mD = (0) for some dense right ideal D. But then

D^Da for each a.    □

On the same note we observe the following:

Proposition 3.6. FAt? product of torsion modules is again torsion if and only if

R contains a minimal dense right ideal.

Proof. If D is a minimal dense right ideal of R and {Ma}aeI is a collection of

torsion modules, then MaD = (0) for each a; hence, (ELe/ Ma)D = (0). Thus,

n«6/ Ma is torsion.
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Conversely, if the product of torsion modules is torsion, let M=\~[aeI R/Da where

7 runs over the collection of dense right ideals of 7?. Mis torsion; hence, 7? contains

a minimal dense right ideal by the argument used in Proposition 3.5.    □

A ring 7? is said to be left perfect (see Bass [1]) if R has d. c. c. on principal right

ideals.

Proposition 3.7. If R is left perfect, then R contains a minimal dense right ideal.

Proof. Let {Da}ae, be the collection of dense right ideals of 7?. Then f)asI Da

will be dense if we can show that x(C)aeI Da)=£(0) for O^x e E(RB). For ax e I,

xdx^0 for some dxeDar Suppose dxR£Da2 for some a2 e I. Then there is

d2 e (Dai n D„2) n dx1(Dai n Da2) such that (xdx)d2^0 and dxR^dxd2R. By this

process we get a proper descending chain dxR^dxd2R^ ■ ■ ■ with xdxd2- ■ -dn^0

for every «. Since 7? is left perfect, it must be the case that, for some «, dxd2- ■ dnR

ç Da for every ae I.    □

Corollary 3.8 (Jans [6]). If R is left perfect, then the production of torsion

modules is again torsion.

4. Let M be an 7?-module and 77= HomB (E(M), E(M)). The rational completion

M* of M is defined to be

{x e E(M) | if/6 77, f(M) = (0), then/(x) = 0}.

M is called faithful if for each 0#x e R there exists me M such that mx^O.

Theorem 4.1. If M is a torsion free and faithful R-module then 2(M)~ Cl (M)

= M*.

Proof. 2(M)~Cl (M) by Proposition 2.6. If x e Cl (M) and /: E(M) -> E(M)

has the property that/(M) = (0), then/(x)x-1M=(0); i.e.,/(x) = 0. Hence, x e M*.

Suppose next that xeM* and K=x~xM is not dense; i.e., zK=(0) for some

O^ze E(RR). For some ae R,0j^zae R. Then m(za) ^ 0 for some me M since M

is faithful. The map a: K + aR^- M given by a(k + at) = m(za)t, for k e K and

t e R, is well-defined since za(a~1K) = (0). Furthermore, a is nonzero. Hence, a(t)

=yt for some O^y e E(M) and every t e K+aR. a(K) = (0) so that yK=(0). But

then f: M+xR-> M given by f(mx + xt)=yt for mxeM, t e R, is well-defined.

f(M) = (0) and f(x)=y Ï0, a contradiction.    D

Examples exist in the literature which show the hypothesis that M is torsion free

is not sufficient for the above theorem (e.g., Osofsky [10]).

If M is an 7?-module, HomB (Q, M) becomes a ß-m°dule by defining f-q(p)

=f(qp) for fe HomB (Q, M) and p,qe Q. The following lemma may be found in

Cartan-Eilenberg [2] in a more general form.

Lemma 4.2. If M is an injective R-module, then HomB (Q, M) is an injective

Q-module.
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Proof. Let 0 -*• A -s» B be an exact sequence of g-modules and let

/: A -> Horn« (0, A/) be a Q-map. Define </<: ^ -> M by </.(a)=/(a)(l) for a e A.

Since A/ is /{-injective and \j> is an /{-map, there is an /{-map/: B^r M extending

i/i. Define g: B-> HomB (Q, M) by g(b)(q) =fy(bq) for A e B, q e Q. Then g is a

Q-map extending/    D

Lemma 4.3. If M is a torsion free Q-module, M is isomorphic to HomB (Q, M).

Proof. Let fie Horn« (Q, M). Then for q e Q, (fi(q)-f(l)q)q~1R = (0); hence,

fiq)=fil)q since Af is torsion free. Thus, HomB iQ, AF) = Home iQ, M)~M.    VJ

Theorem 4.4. A torsion free Q-module is R-injective if and only if it is Q-injective.

Proof. Let M be a torsion free Oj-module. If M is /{-injective, M is Oj-injective

by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3.

Conversely, suppose M is g-injective. Let H be a right ideal of R and

let/: H-> Af be an /{-map. Then 0 -> 3<H) -> ^(/{B)~ g is an exact sequence of

ô-modules and 3(f): 2>(H)-* 3>(M) is a g-map. ^(A/) = C1 (A/) = M. Hence,

3(f) lifts to a g-map ¡/>: ̂(/{) -> 3(M). Since // and /{ are torsion free, we may

assume H£ 3(H) and R^3(R). Then ^»(/) restricted to // is/and </t restricted to

R is an /{-map extending/ Hence, A/ is /{-injective by Baer's criterion.    □
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